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As one of the pillar industry in China, the manufacturing industry of Tobacco had
become an important source of the national finance and taxation, and makes a
large contribution to national economic development. And the accelerating
competition of the domestic tobacco market and development of the tobacco
enterprise makes tobacco logistics management and tobacco storage increasing.
But due to some historical reasons, most of the tobacco enterprise warehouse
department in daily business under a lot of traditional production and
management means, which causes data lag and inaccurate, Meanwhile, the
information construction of tobacco enterprise, mainly manifests in use
information approach to help the realization of business, that lack of overall
planning and systematic consideration. Therefore, to establish a standard and
efficient tobacco warehouse management system, has become an urgent realistic
need for the tobacco enterprise. 
In this dissertation, for the existing problem of tobacco warehouse management,
based on Web Services technology, combined with the design of the SOA and
ERP, tobacco warehouse management system based on Web Services in the
tobacco industry is design and realized. The main research contents are as
follows:
1. According to the process of warehouse management business, base on object-
oriented technology and the design philosophy of ERP, we complete the general
requirements analysis of system.
2. Using Web Services technology, combined with the SOA structure, we
accomplish a flexible system design, and constructs an system architecture of
warehouse management system for tobacco leaf based on Web Services.
3. Adopting Microsoft.NET development platform, based on XML data expression













measures, that makes the system has many good characteristics, such as clear
structure, good extensibility, and excellent security. And it can easily realize
cross-platform operation.
The establishment of Warehouse Management System for Tobacco Leaf Based
on Web Services, it can be applied to each production link of the enterprise, and
each logistics process of tobacco, so as to realize the real-time monitoring of
tobacco leaf and real-time data transmission. It can greatly improve the traditional
business process, not only simplifies process, but also greatly improves the
working efficiency, whicht has important practical significance for the tobacco
enterprise development. 
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